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Abstract. This paper presents the 2007 MIRACLE’s team approach to the AdHoc Information Retrieval track. The main work carried out for this campaign
has been around monolingual experiments, in the standard and in the robust
tracks. The most important contributions have been the general introduction of
automatic named-entities extraction and the use of wikipedia resources. For the
2007 campaign, runs were submitted for the following languages and tracks: a)
Monolingual: Bulgarian, Hungarian, and Czech. b) Robust monolingual:
French, English and Portuguese.

1 Introduction
The MIRACLE1 Information Retrieval toolbox is made of basic components in a classical pipeline architecture: stemming, transformation (transliteration, elimination of
diacritics and conversion to lowercase), filtering (elimination of stop and frequent
words), proper nouns detection and extracting, and paragraph extracting, among others. Some of these basic components can be used in different combinations and order
of application for document indexing and for query processing. Standard stemmers
were used from Porter [8] for English, and from Neuchatel [11] for Hungarian, Bulgarian and Czech. In the 2007 experiments, only OR combinations of the search terms
were used. The retrieval model used is the well-known Robertson’s Okapi BM-25 [9]
formula for the probabilistic retrieval model, without relevance feedback. Through
our participation in previous campaigns, the integration procedure of the different
modules is stable and, to some point, optimized. MIRACLE toolbox has already been
described in previous campaigns papers [2], [3], [7].
MIRACLE makes use of its own indexing and retrieval engine, which is based on
the trie data structure [1]. Tries have been successfully used by the MIRACLE team
for years, as an efficient storage and retrieval of huge lexical resources, combined
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with a continuation-based approach to morphological treatment [6]. For the 2007
campaign, runs were submitted for the following languages and tracks:
• Monolingual: Bulgarian, Hungarian, and Czech.
• Robust monolingual: French, English and Portuguese.
[

The most relevant work carried out in this campaign was the incorporation of
modules for the recognition of named entities in the tokenizing process, besides the
compiling of extended resources adequate for this task.

2 Results for the Monolingual and Robust Tasks
The following table and figure summarize the performance of our official experiments
in the monolingual tasks (using the topic fields title/description).
The most relevant work carried out for the 2007 campaign was the integration of
components for multilingual Named Entities Recognition. In particular, entities from
Wikipedia were extracted for all languages of interest in the framework of CLEF. In
Table 1. Average precision for monolingual experiments
lang
BG
CZ
HU

Average Precision
0.2717
0.3203
0.3499

Prec. at 0
0.5946
0.6697
0.7672

Prec. At 100
0.0531
0.0701
0.987
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Fig. 1. Interpolated precision for monolingual experiments
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the case of English, the number of entities used was above 500,000. An additional
improvement was made through normalization of the recognized entities. Under this
approach, the terms United Nations, UN, U.N. and U. N. were automatically substituted by an identifier associated with this international organization. For evaluation
purposes, one baseline system was implemented that applied a simple Porter stemmer
with lowercase reduction. The results of these experiments were fully available after
the end of the campaign, and are shown in Table 2.
The results are discouraging, showing no improvement associated with the usage
of these techniques, although a detailed analysis shows that the number of correctly
retrieved texts is slightly higher.
Table 2. Precision figures for robust monolingual experiments in English
Run
Simple stemming
Wikipedia-based
named-entity recognition
Named-entity recognition
+ Normalization

Average Precision
0.3966

Prec. at 0
0.6457

Prec. at 1
0.1688

0.3892

0.6398

0.1622

0.3920

0.6428

0.1658

3 Conclusions and Future Work
For the 2007 campaign, the processing scheme was maintained from previous ones,
starting some improvements regarding proper nouns and entities detection and indexing. The results presented here indicate that Named Entity Recognition techniques
have no impact on the TREC-based precision measures used for CLEF experiments.
Although new experiments have to be conducted, it seems obvious that stemming
provides a simple, fast and robust way for information retrieval of English texts. Further work includes extending this approach for languages other than English, integrated with other sets of external resources apart from Wikipedia, or through automatic learning of entities from the collections.
We still think that a high-quality entity recognition (proper nouns or acronyms for
people, companies, countries, locations, and so on) can improve the precision and recall figures in some information retrieval tasks, as well as a correct recognition and
normalization of dates, times, numbers, etc. In particular, such techniques can reveal a
higher impact on cross-lingual tasks.
Regarding Wikipedia-based resources, three main usages are foreseen. The first
one is the identification of relevant multiword expressions. The second is the expansion of acronyms. The last one is the translation of expressions between languages, to
be used in future bilingual tasks. For these specific tasks, the use of multilingual thesaurus (e.g. Eurovoc) will be also generalized, as the IR platform is ready to incorporate such resources.
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